INTRODUCTION

Today in the Republic of Belarus, there is an acute problem of measurement methods validation of harmful substances concentration in the air of the working area in order to assessment of workplaces on industrial enterprises. Enterprises face the following issues:
- availability of only irrelevant (long developed) measurement procedures;
- lack information about performance characteristics of these measurement procedures;
- measurement procedures contain outdated measurement equipment.

We suggest a unified approach to the organization and implementation of validation of such measurement procedures within one laboratory, followed by application of the obtained data for quality control and measurement uncertainty evaluation.

MEASUREMENT METHOD

The most of applied measurements methods are spectrophotometric. Samples were taken through an gas sampler to the filter or into the absorption solution. The substance concentration was determined by the calibration curve with recalculation to the air sample volume that has been taken and reduced to a temperature of 20 °C and an atmospheric pressure of 101.3 kPa.

VALIDATION DESIGN

Key issue is a test sample - Air. Such matrix is not possible to model. It is hard to achieve acceptable samples homogeneity. Therefore we use:
- real air samples with different substance concentrations in interest to establish detection limits and precisions;
- model samples with a known substance concentration were prepared by spiked pure substance to a clean filter or absorption solution in order to study the laboratory bias of the analytical stage of the measurement procedure.

The real air samples was carried out in one place by two operators simultaneously under the same sampling conditions (Fig. 1). Each operator used his own gas sampler. This scheme was implemented at least 10 times on each concentration level in interest (ρ ≥ 10 measurement series were obtained). We think that samples taken simultaneously are homogenously enough. Standard deviations of repeatability and precision in intermediate conditions were calculated based on difference of measured values obtained on samples from one series in accordance to EURLACHEM Guide and ISO 5725.

We can examine only the laboratory bias of the analytical stage of the measurement procedure within intralaboratory validation. The number of prepared model samples was not less than 10 for each concentration level in interest. The model samples from one concentration level were measured in the repeatability condition. Student’s t-test was used to determine if the bias of measurement method are significantly different from zero.

Samples were taken or prepared at least on three concentration levels from the measurement range of the procedure including the value of the maximum permissible concentration to establish the dependence of accuracy parameters on the measured value level.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The results of determination of accuracy parameters on the example of measurement procedure of sodium chloride concentration in air are presented in the tables 1 and 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Level of sodium chloride concentration, mg/l</th>
<th>Repeatability standard deviation, mg/l</th>
<th>Intermediate precision standard deviation, mg/l</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reference value, mg/l</td>
<td>s_r, mg/l</td>
<td>s_p, %</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,000</td>
<td>0,014</td>
<td>0,973</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2,500</td>
<td>0,019</td>
<td>2,463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5,000</td>
<td>0,029</td>
<td>5,055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10,000</td>
<td>0,052</td>
<td>8,947</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Critical value \(t_{0,05\alpha} = 2,262\), degrees of freedom is 9, significance level is 5 %.

Based on validation data of various measurement methods of harmful substances concentration in the air of the working area, it can be noted:
- the intermediate precision standard deviation (arithmetic means of two parallels measurements, obtained by two operators) in the whole investigated range of measurement procedures is numerically comparable with the repeatability standard deviation (results obtained on two parallels by one operator);
- analytical laboratory bias for the whole range of concentrations of measurement procedures is insignificant relative to the precision;
- sampling, calibration, and precision are the main sources of uncertainty.

CONCLUSION

The proposed validation design has applied on the enterprises of the Republic of Belarus and, in the opinion of the authors, it is optimal for the purposes of intralaboratory validation of measurement methods of harmful substances concentration in the air of the working area.
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